COLORADO, USA

River Road
A long walk through the North Colorado
Rocky Mountains

Words by GENEVIEVE ALLISON
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C

ache la Poudre, Colorado’s last wild river, hummed along beside us, glazing stones
and launching trout downstream. Four days and 38 miles ago it had been just a
trickle, absentmindedly carving through the valley. We had followed the fledgling river
from its headwater at Poudre Lake through Rocky Mountain National Park across the
Comanche Wilderness and out into Roosevelt National Forest.
I live in New York City and have next-to-no outdoor experience. My boyfriend, Elliot, is
from Colorado. So I knew that eventually I’d have to back up the claims I’d made about
being a nature enthusiast by going for a hike through backcountry wilderness.
I had invested a great deal of money on kitting myself out, and was more or less prepared.
I’d watched YouTube videos about activating bear spray. I had recently quit my job.
What’s a very long walk in the wilderness for if not to stress-test your relationship and
figure out what to do with your life?
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Day one was technically the easy day – nine miles on a game trail through boggy ground
and knee-high mahogany shrubs. Ragged mountain peaks and spruce trees ascended
around us with a sort of severe autumnal beauty. I was feeling pretty good – or pretty
good considering that I was less than an hour into a four-day hike. The average American
walks about 1.4 miles a week, so we had already accomplished a lot.
I once read that slow climbs over rocky terrain call for a guide, a witness and a
companion. However, Elliot quickly gained half a mile and left me for dead. Padding
along, alone, it was time to think about my quarter-life crisis. I was relaxed in a way that
you can only achieve when the sole thing on your mind is putting one foot in front of
the other. My feet ached, and my spine was gently compacting under the weight of my
28kg pack.
The hours passed blankly set only to the rhythm of heavy breathing and the creak of my
unbroken-in shoes. The clarity that I was pursuing seemed to elude me. Thoughts rolled
over and over in my mind like waves before they reach the shore.
As the last rays of sunlight shone through the trees, I hobbled into a clearing of densely
packed lodgepole pine trees where we would pitch our tent for the night. Elliot
promptly set about making camp, while I watched. If I’m totally honest, I’m not what
you’d call a “doer”. I’m more the kind of person who shuffles around the periphery of
a problem. The kind of person who reads Bertrand Russell’s In Praise of Idleness and
feels vindicated.
Appreciating that this quality has probably contributed to my aforementioned lack of a
job, I had set out on our very long walk with the goal of exercising my most practical,
functional and reflexive self. I lacked meaningful outdoor education, but I loved being
in nature, and was pretty convinced that, deep down, I possessed the knack for living
in the wild.
However, as I became tired, agitated, sore and cold, my better intentions were
compromised. I didn’t know how to start a fire, assemble a gas stove, tie a slip knot or
suspend a bear canister. Frankly, I wasn’t in the mood to learn. The temperature at night
was -8C. The discovery of the evening – my sleeping bag was highly inadequate.
The next day was spent pushing up steep switchback trails into sun-dappled woods. As
the altitude increased, the trees changed to a mix of broad ponderosa pines and little
conical blue spruce trees. Sweaty and limping, with one eye slightly swollen from my
pillow-less sleep, I felt as though the suffering that I was so inelegantly enduring had to
be connected to something profound. And Mirror Lake, our second camp, had a sense
of stillness that neither of us had seen for a very long time. People can’t afford to spend
years in therapy anymore, but they could probably spend a night at these secluded
mountain lakes.
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We woke up at first light, and all seemed well. We were stiff, groggy, but uneaten by
animals. There’s nothing like a night in the woods to make you appreciate waking up
alive. Anticipating another frigid night, I had slept wearing all the clothes that I had
with me – packed into my sleeping bag like an overstuffed burrito. Until we had coffee in
our systems it was mutually understood that the morning would be non-verbal.
We were slow to break camp, and started out late for the 13 miles of hiking that we had
ahead of us. After three hours of slogging along at an unreasonable pace to beat the
afternoon thunderstorms, we reached the summit of Comanche Peak just as the sky
grew dark under the gathering storm clouds.
“I like being near the top of a mountain. One can’t get lost here,” the Polish poet Wislawa
Szymborska once said. I had always appreciated that sentiment, but it turned out to be
inaccurate. A small miscalculation in our bearings had sent us down the wrong face of
the mountain. Now more than a mile from where we needed to be, and 13,000ft up, we
were staring at a precipice. It was heartbreaking, but true – a dead end is a good place
to turn around.
On the other side of the range the Comanche Peak Wilderness park was wild, dark and
desolate. We saw nobody for the third day running, and we were no longer savouring
the solitude. The route, at this point, was simply a trail periodically marked by rock
cairns. Our ankles struggled with the terrain, which was spongy, and continued to be
so for another eight miles. One would think that this long, silent pilgrimage would be
a prime time for reflection, but any attempts that I made to think constructively about
such subjects as my life path were erased and superseded by fantasies of hamburgers
and eternal rest.
Brackenridge Trail. Breaking point. A single tear collected under my lower lid as Elliot
asked sympathetically: “Are you still having fun?” I understood this to be rhetorical. We
continued down along the Flowers Trail through Roosevelt National Forest and finally,
finally reached the Poudre again – now legitimately a river – by nightfall.
Lying in the tent on the last night, still feeling edgy about large predators and crippled
from the journey, I wasn’t sure that I had come any closer to the lucidity that I had been
chasing. Had I missed important moments of insight and connection? I didn’t sense any
seeds of transformation. In fact, I felt as though I had undergone some sort of process
of reduction. My desires had shrunk to those of any other vertebrates. I thought only of
food and shelter. Periodically I assessed the terrain and any dangers to life. I felt relieved
to wake up every morning. I couldn’t see the path beyond the next cairn. I looked at the
landscape and couldn’t imagine anything more significant. For humans, being in the
moment is near impossible… until you do something like go for a very long walk.
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